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Thinking about the Time Line of Innovation
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Software (and Models) are Eating the World

Continuous learning to make products better, collect 
more data, better models, and thus better products

Key points
“Closed loop” data – end-to-end

Frictionless process of continuous improvement

Open up the troves of data

New organizational structures

New compliance and security challenges
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The dawn of a new transportation Industry

Transportation industry meets Silicon Valley

Disrupting transportation
Vehicles and computers converging 
◼Advances in silicon chips

◼High–tech code

◼Advanced manufacturing

Blurring boundaries
◼Creating new digital ecosystems

◼New players

◼New models

◼New experiences
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Time to Re-Think Next Generation Vehicles
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A few wiring harness FYI’s

3rd highest cost component in a car

Built one at a time

50% the entire cost of the car’s labor

3rd heaviest component behind engine and chassis

Drags down fuel economy

Only a handful of suppliers

Does not scale well

Has held back innovation
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Shift from Mechanical to Electronic based control units

Source: Eaton
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Redefining the vehicle network

Hierarchical homogeneous 
collection of automotive 

Ethernet networks

Heterogeneous networks of
proprietary protocols 

Today Future
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Data Centers on Wheels
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Looks familiar?
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Intelligence Everywhere
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And Not Just Cool Consumer Gadgets
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Data and Model-Driven Autonomous Oil Fields
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What $1 billion dollars and ten years looks like
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Sometimes ends spectacularly
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And sometimes not so spectacularly
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Fast, better, cheaper… and risk?
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Not just a predictable process anymore

Sense

Share

Integrate

Coordinate

Act
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Making Decisions

 Deep uncertainty and complexity and  their impacts on 
risk assessment
Risk models are combinations of realism, precision, and generality

◼Pick 2 out of 3

For complex, uncertain problems

◼Climate – sacrifice precision to favor adaptive risk management

◼Terrorism – sacrifice generality to favor iterative risk management

 Networked processes may need an SSICA approach
Especially in areas where risks and opportunities appear rapidly 

and unexpectedly

Networked, interactive gaming as an example

◼Virtual/Augmented Reality + Simulations + Real-time analytics

◼Preparing people for human/computer interactions?
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Inside an Amazon Fulfillment Center
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DARPA and the Ocean of Things

Thousands of small, low cost floats coupled with data analytics
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WHOI/Cloud
Data Center

LoRa radio, 12-15 Miles @24mW 
Autonomous Deployment

WHOI DOCK

Low Power Device Grid
Emerging Microsats

1500-2000 Mile Grid

Maybe a Vision (or Hallucination)…
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Thinking About Making the Ocean Transparent

None of the technologies driving innovation today 
were around in the 60’s, 70’s and 80’s

 Focused on delivering specific solutions
Agencies generally don’t support design efforts

Lots of one-off systems

No more 3-5 year design cycles (or 10-20!)

What if our core capability becomes commoditized?
What if the hardest problem in ocean systems was 10x 

cheaper?

Would we do things differently?
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How to engage in this new world

 High costs of entry used to limit who could participate

 Innovation is not just a pipeline from basic research to 
application
Network of ideas, people, and capabilities where “re-mixing” is 

the key process

 Must anticipate the “unknown unknowns”
 Ideas will come from unexpected places

New capabilities will create new (and unanticipated) 
requirements

 And some things have changed
Partnerships are more fluid between institutions and companies

Pace of change is faster
◼Months not years
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Don’t Forget Workforce Challenges

Millennials would often rather engineer virtual airplanes and warcraft in a 
video game than work on the real thing. Source: IBM 
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Not Just the Technology, but the Business Model

Breakthrough Business Models
Satisfy unmet needs, not pursue ever-larger margins
Insurgents outpace incumbents
Insurgents don’t hog the future

Everything digital is part of this transformation

Hennesey and Patterson, winners of 2017 Turing 
Award
“Aided by an open-source ecosystem, agily developed 
prototypes will demonstrate advances and thereby accelerate 
commercial adoption. We envision the same rapid 
improvement as in the last Golden Age, but this time in cost, 
energy, and security as well as in performance”
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Back to the future?

Underwater acoustics: A brief historical overview through WW II, Muir and Bradley, Acoustics Today,  Fall 2016
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1955 as a seminal year

 Chief of Naval Operations, ADM Arleigh Burke, is 
extremely worried
Soviets thought to be building 100 submarines every year
Fast, deep, evasive submarines
Submarine-launched short and long range missiles

 18 October 1955
Asks the Chief of Naval Research if the Committee on Undersea 

Warfare (National Academy of Sciences) can undertake a study on 
antisubmarine warfare (ASW)

 8 March 1956
NAS/CUW proposes an “intensive analytical study during the 

summer of 1956”
Under the auspices of the NAS, with “support and cooperation” of 

ONR and WHOI
CNO approves the study and ONR provides necessary funds
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Project NOBSKA

 60 full-time members and many part-time members
Navy, Navy labs, universities, and private labs

 Converted Whitney Estate on Nobska Point into a top 
secret facility

 18 June 1956
2 week orientation, including an ASW exercise with the USN 
Nautilus

 July
Selected technical and systems groups

 6 September 1956
Final conference

 15 September 1956
Conference officially closed
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Some NOBSKA Conclusions

Need for rapid design and fabrication of new systems

 Large number of small, specialized investments

Ocean acoustics, especially over long horizontal 
scales in deep water

Navigation and bottom surveys

Underwater communications

Deep sea buoys and undersea mine technology
 “Not only must the Navy encourage designers, engineers, and scientists who 

provide it with ships to think boldly, but for its own benefit it must provide a 
means whereby evaluated new ideas and techniques can be translated into full-
scale construction.”
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Some Final Thoughts

 Intelligence everywhere and networked

 Low barriers to entry

Rapid re-mixing and innovation at scale

Unexpected capabilities and sources

Re-thinking the DEVOPS model

Engagement with the new technology landscape


